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ABSTRACT 

Sendai is the largest city in the Tohoku district, Japan, and suffered severe vibration damages during 
the 2011 Tohoku earthquake (M9.0). These vibration damages were not distributed uniformly in space, 
probably due to the spatial variation of the ground motions in Sendai. 

In order to investigate the relationship between the spatial variations of observed ground 
motions and subsurface structures in Sendai, 3D-FDM wave propagation simulations are conducted 
using two 3-D irregular subsurface structure models. We found that the spatial distributions of long-
period strong motions in Sendai are strongly affected by the basin structure and the spatial patterns can 
be basically explained by the subsurface structure model 2004, while the dependency on incident 
directions are still to be investigated. 

INTRODUCTION 

Sendai, the largest city in the Tohoku district, Japan, suffered severe vibration damages such as 
building structural/non-structural damage and development land failure during the 2011 Tohoku 
earthquake (M9.0). These damages were not distributed uniformly in space, probably due to the spatial 
variation of the ground motions in Sendai.  
 Ohno et al. (2013) compared frequency response characteristics of the existing subsurface 
structure models of Sendai with the observed spectral ratios in wide frequency range. They found that 
3-D response could explain better the observed amplification factors at long periods, compared with 1-
D response. In this paper, spatial characteristics of long-period ground motions in Sendai are 
investigated by comparing spatial patterns of observed ground motions with wave simulation results 
using two 3-D irregular subsurface structure models.  

STRONG-MOTION OBSERVATION IN SENDAI AND DISTRIBUTIONS OF LONG-
PERIOD GROUND MOTION INTENSITIES  

Figure 1 shows location of Sendai with epicenters of two major earthquakes: the 6/14/2008 Iwate-
Miyagi-Nairiku earthquake (M6.4), locating north of Sendai, and the 3/11/2011 Tohoku earthquake 
(M9.0), whose major strong-motion generating areas (SMGAs in Fig. 1) locating east of Sendai. 
Figure 1 also shows a topography map with strong motion observation stations by Tohoku Institute of 
Technology, Tohoku Univ., and other organizations. Detailed observation information can be seen at 
Architectural Institute of Japan (2012). Nagamachi-Rifu fault, a reverse-type active fault dipping to 
NW direction, crosses the central part of city area in NE-SW direction as shown in Fig. 1. The west 
side of the fault is terrace and the east side is lowland (alluvial deposits).  
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Figure 2 shows distributions of long-period pseudo velocity response spectra for the above two 
major earthquakes. The natural periods of pSv are 1.4s and 3.2s, which corresponds to important 
period range for low-rise buildings, and high-rise and base-isolated buildings, respectively.  
These pSv distributions are revised estimates of Ohno et al. (2012), by adding observation records that 
could not be available at the time. At period of 1.4s, large amplitudes are commonly observed at 
eastern area of Sendai. At period of 3.2s, large amplitude area expands from southern side to northern 
side in a belt zone at the 2008 earthquake, while amplitudes are large only at the southern area at the 
2011 earthquake. Such period-dependent spatial variation may be due to the irregular subsurface 
structure. Also, the reason of different spatial patterns between the 2008 and 2011 earthquakes may be 
the difference of incident directions, because dependency of the spatial patterns on earthquake 
locations was observed (Ohno et al., 2012). 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Left: Location of Sendai city with epicenters of the 2008 (M6.4) and 2011 (M9.0) earthquakes. 
SMGAs by Asano and Iwata (2012) are also shown for the 2011 earthquake. Right: Elevation map of Sendai. 

Dots are observation stations and red dotted line shows the Nagamachi-Rifu fault. 
 

  

  
 

Figure 2. pSv distributions in Sendai for the 2008 (M6.4) and 2011 (M9.0) earthquakes. Periods are 1.4s (left) 
and 3.2s (right). 
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3D-FDM SIMULATIONS USING MODEL 2002 

In order to investigate the relationship between the observed ground motions shown in Fig. 2 and 
subsurface structures, 3D-FDM wave propagation simulations are conducted. There are two 3D 
subsurface models from the ground surface to seismic bedrock in Sendai: model 2002 and 2004. In 
this section, simulations using the model 2002 are reported. 

The model 2002 is four velocity layered model, made from boring data and 
Pleistocene/Holocene basement depth map for the shallow part, and basement depth estimated by 
gravity anomaly combined with H/V ratios of micro tremor measurements for the deep part (Sendai 
city, 2002). Figure 3 shows the depth maps and sections of the model. Thickness of surface soil 
shallower than engineering bedrock at the ease side is deeper than that at the west side and up to 80m. 
On the other hand, thickness of the deep part of subsurface structure (from ground surface to seismic 
bedrock) gradually increases from east to west. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
   (a) Engineering Bedrock Depth (Vs=0.7km/s)    (b) Seismic Bedrock Depth (Vs=3.0km/s)     
 

Figure 3. Layer-depth maps and sections for the subsurface structure model 2002 by Sendai City (2002).  
The N-S and E-W sections are passing UTMe=490000 and UTMn=4235000, respectively. 

 
3D FDM simulations are conducted by incorporating source-box method (Mozco et al., 1989) to 

GMS (Aoi and Fujiwara, 1999) in order to handle plane wave as incident wave. As the uniform grid 
spacing is 70m and the lowest shear-wave velocity is limited to 350m/s, upper limit of analytical 
frequency is 1Hz. Q values are determined by Vs(m/s)/15 with reference period of 5s.  

Figure 4 shows the peak amplitude distributions of the simulation results, under the condition 
that vertical incidence of Ricker wavelet as S-wave (central periods are 1.5s and 3.0s). Figures 5 and 6 
show the snapshots and waveforms at ground surface. The left and right maps show the direct S-wave 
and later phase, respectively. The right graph shows the waveform examples at some stations indicated 
in the left map.  

From Figs. 4(a) and 5, the large amplitudes at period of 1.5s are distributed in the alluvial area, 
eastern part of Nagamachi-Rifu fault, not only for the direct S-wave but also for the later phase. This is 
the same tendency as the observation in the left parts of Fig. 2. However, in Figs. 4(b) and 6, the large 
amplitudes at period of 3s expand widely except the northeast part, not only for the direct S-wave but 
also for the later phase. This tendency does not agree with the observation in the right parts of Fig. 2, 
because the observed large amplitudes do not expand to the western area. 
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(a)  Center period of 1.5s                                       (b) Center period of 3s 

 
Figure 4. Peak amplitude distributions at the ground surface by 3-D FDM simulations using Model 2002 under 

the condition that vertical incidence of Ricker wavelet as S-wave 
 

    
                 (a)  5s in time history                                    (b)  10s in time history              (c) ground response wave 

 
Figure 5. Snapshots of direct S-wave (left) and later phase (center) by 3-D FDM simulation using Model 2002. 

Center period of the incident wave is 1.5s 
 

    
                 (d)  7s in time history                                    (e)  12s in time history              (f) ground response wave 

 
Figure 6. Snapshots of direct S-wave (left) and later phase (center) by 3-D FDM simulation using Model 2002. 

Center period of the incident wave is 3.0s 
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3D-FDM SIMULATIONS USING MODEL 2004 

In this section, simulations using the model 2004 are reported. The model 2004 is composed of five-
layer 3-D subsurface structure model of Sendai by integration of the results from reflection, refraction, 
gravity anomaly, deep borehole, and micro tremor measurements (Miyagi Prefecture, 2005). Figure 7 
shows the maps of depth and shear-wave velocity of the 1st and 4th layers.  
 From this figure, it is found that the sediment depths are very shallow (almost outcropped) at 
the north-eastern area, gradually increase from northeast to southwest, then become shallow again at 
south-western area, while the shear-wave velocities of the south-western area are smaller than the 
north-eastern area. Accordingly, sediment extents are narrow (valley-shaped) in the southern part and 
are widening from south to north. This valley shaped structure is the most evident difference from the 
model 2002. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                            (a) 1st layer                                                     (b) 4-th layer 
 

Figure 7. Layer-depth maps and sections for the subsurface structure model 2004 by Miyagi Pref. (2005).  
The N-S and E-W sections are passing UTMe=490000 and UTMn=4235000, respectively. 

 
 The simulation method and conditions are the same as for the model 2002, and the results are 
shown in Figs. 8-10. At period of 1.5s, the large amplitudes are distributed in the eastern part of 
Nagamachi-Rifu fault. This is the same tendency as the model 2002, while the amplitudes of later 
phase are larger than the model 2002.  

 At period of 3s, in the northeastern and southwestern area, where the sediment depths are 
shallow, both the amplitudes of direct S-wave and later phases are small. On the other hand, in the 
central part, where the sediment depths are deep, not only the amplitudes of direct S-wave and later 
phases are large but also the durations are long.  
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(a)  Center period of 1.5s                                       (b) Center period of 3s 

 
Figure 8. Peak amplitude distributions at the ground surface by 3-D FDM simulations using Model 2004 under 

the condition that vertical incidence of Ricker wavelet as S-wave 
 

    
                 (a)  5s in time history                                    (b)  10s in time history              (c) ground response wave 

 
Figure 9. Snapshots of direct S-wave (left) and later phase (center) by 3-D FDM simulation using Model 2004. 

Center period of the incident wave is 1.5s 
 

    
                 (d)  7s in time history                                    (e)  12s in time history              (f) ground response wave 

 
Figure 10. Snapshots of direct S-wave (left) and later phase (center) by 3-D FDM simulation using Model 2004. 

Center period of the incident wave is 3.0s 
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 Also, the amplitude distributions of later phases are similar to the observed amplitude 
distributions of the 2008 earthquake in Fig. 2, while the location of large amplitudes shift relatively 
eastward at the northern part. However, the spatial distribution of the 2011 earthquake in Fig. 2 is not 
reproduced in Figs. 8 and 10. This is probably because the vertical incident condition is not inadequate, 
thus the investigations of the dependency on incident directions/angles are necessary. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The spatial patterns of long-period ground motions estimated from observation records in Sendai, 
Japan, are period dependent and vary in space. By conducting 3D-FDM simulation using two irregular 
subsurface structure models, we found that long-period motions in Sendai are strongly affected by the 
basin structure and the spatial patterns can be basically explained by the subsurface structure model 
2004 of Miyagi prefecture (2005), while the dependency on incident directions are still to be 
investigated. 
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